∏inding ∏reedom:

∞frican Americans and the Revolution

∞

frican Americans grappled with the ideologies,
challenges, and opportunities of the Revolution.
In Philadelphia in 1776, 1,000 enslaved people and 300 free
people of African descent lived alongside each other. For each
of them and for thousands of others in what would become
the United States, the Revolution offered promise and peril.
Some chose the cause of independence and others
sided with the British. Many used the ideological
and social tumult of the Revolution to pursue
freedom and justice. Most African Americans
would not enjoy the most revolutionary
legacies of this period – personal liberty,
citizenship, the right to vote, and social
equality – for generations.

Look for stories
throughout the Museum
about how different
African Americans
inspired, experienced,
and remembered the
American Revolution.
√ames ∏orten, a free Philadelphian,

went to sea at age fourteen on a

privateer ship. Years later, he leveraged
his success in the sailmaking business to
fund abolition efforts, forwarding one
legacy of the Revolution. His portrait is
shown near the Privateer Ship.

See reverse for more!

Look for objects and stories related to these African Americans.
˘hillis †heatley, an enslaved

†illiam ◊ee, George Washington’s

Massachusetts woman, published Poems

enslaved manservant, travelled with the

on Various Subjects in 1775. It was the

Commander-in-Chief, lived in his tent,

first book by an African American

and returned to Mount Vernon disabled

woman, and a first edition appears in

by his war service, as discussed in Winter

American Liberties, 1765-1775.

Patriots, 1777-1778 and Washington’s
War Tent.

≥rispus ∞ttucks,a Bostonian whose

ancestors included Africans and Native
Americans, was one of the first victims of

∂ve, owned by the Randolph family
of Williamsburg, Virginia, fled to the

Revolutionary violence. He was killed in

British when they occupied the city.

the Boston Massacre of 1770. Paul Revere

She and her son George enjoyed a

showed five dying Americans but did not

period of freedom, working under the

depict their race in his print of the Massa-

British, until she was recaptured at

cre, on a wall near Boston’s Liberty Tree.

Yorktown in 1781. Her story is one of
five depicted in Finding Freedom.

∞frican ∞merican ºoldiers

served in New England regiments at the
outbreak of war in 1775. One of them is

The First Rhode Island Regiment
included several companies of

engaged in a brawl in the Museum’s first

African Americans by the end of

tableau in Join or Die.

the Revolutionary War. One of those
soldiers appeared in a rare eyewitness

≠uslims from ∞frica were among

the many enslaved people in the thirteen
colonies, but objects associated with
them are extremely rare. One example
of such an object, a small copper amulet
with an inscription from the Quran, was
uncovered during archaeological work
at a pre-Revolutionary fort in western

sketch by a French officer – a sketch
that depicted him along with other
Continentals as simplified caricatures –
shown life-size in From Yorktown to
Independence.

Isaac Granger Jefferson, born to

parents owned by Thomas Jefferson,

Pennsylvania. You can see it at the

lived into the age of photography.

center of the Chain of States.

Look for a photograph of him taken
about 1847, by which time he was a

∂lizabeth ∏reeman sued her owner
for her freedom based on the 1780

Massachusetts Constitution, which held
that all men are created equal. She won,
and her case helped lead to the abolition
of slavery in Massachusetts. Her story
appears near The Promise of Equality.

free blacksmith in Petersburg, Virginia,
in The Revolutionary Generation
in Photographs.

